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Safer Recruitment - 
Engaging Contractors 
in Schools
Schools will often engage with contractors to provide services 

such as catering and cleaning, be it on a long term or short 

term basis. This often raises the question as to what level of 

checks are required in order to engage staff to work with, or 

provide services for, schools. 

The independent school regulatory requirements and new 

statutory guidance published by the Department for Education 

‘Keeping Children Safe in Education’, requires schools to ensure 

that certain checks have been carried out when engaging 

with contractors. Standard 14 of the National Minimum 

Standards also requires boarding schools to operate safer 

recruitment and vetting procedures for all staff (including 

contractors) in line with the regulatory requirements and 

statutory guidance.  As such, the following checks apply to all 

schools, both boarding and day. 

Contractors who come and work in schools (be it on a long 

term or short term basis) should be subject to the same 

checks as staff employed directly by the school. Schools 

therefore need to ensure that:

1.  The terms of the contract hold the contractor 

responsible for carrying out the following 

vetting checks:

 • identity checks;

 • a check to establish the person’s right to  

      work in the UK;
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  • a check for professional qualifications;

  • an enhanced Disclosure and Barring Service (DBS) check, where the 

contractors will have access to areas where unsupervised contact with children is possible;

  • a prohibition from teaching check; and

  • an overseas check (where appropriate).

Where a contractor is likely to be in regular unsupervised contact with children and will be 

carrying out teaching or providing some type of care or supervision of children, confirmation 

that the enhanced DBS check contained barred list information will also be required.  Where 

teaching, there may also be a requirement to verify the person’s mental and physical fitness to 

carry out their work responsibilities.

Conversely, those contractors who come onto school site on an infrequent basis or will be 

supervised by suitably checked school staff will not meet the definition of ‘regulated activity’ 

and as such, confirmation that a barred list check was undertaken will not be required.  Where 

contractors will be supervised, suitable supervision arrangements (in agreement with the staff 

concerned) should be in place which are fully documented and regularly reviewed.

2. Written confirmation is obtained from the employing organisation that the 

necessary checks have been undertaken and are satisfactory. This should be 

obtained before the new individual starts work at the school.  Records of contractor 

confirmations should be kept to demonstrate that the school has had regard to 

safeguarding guidance. 

3. The Single Central Register is completed to record the fact that the necessary 

confirmations from the employing organisation have been obtained and that the 

individual contractor’s photographic ID was checked upon their arrival.

For further information on safer recruitment checks please contact 
Kristine Scott, Partner and Head of Education. 

Teaching Staff and Private Tutoring
Schools may receive requests from time to time for teaching staff to privately tutor pupils at 

the school in addition to their ‘normal’ teaching duties.  The request may be prompted by a 

parent who feels that their child needs additional tutoring in addition to their school lessons.  The 

teacher may alternatively request to teach pupils from outside of the school.  

If the request comes from a parent to the School directly, it is advisable to look at the educational 

services which are included as part of the offering which may be set out in the parent contract.

Kritstine Scott, Partner and Head of Education

+44 (0)1242 246403 | kscott@hcrlaw.com

Kristine has enormous experience advising schools on a range 
of issues including discrimination, child protection and pupil 
matters. She advises on people matters such as disciplinary issues 
and restructuring and has extensive experience helping schools 
through the employment tribunal process. 
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The request may come from a teacher.  When considering any such request, the starting point 

should be the teacher’s contract of employment.  Does the contract allow the teacher to work 

outside of the duties for which they are employed? 

A teacher’s contract may require them to ask for prior written consent, usually from the Head, to 

carry out work (whether paid or unpaid) in addition to their usual teaching responsibilities.  The 

reason for including this in the contract is that it helps keep the school in control of any outside 

employment of the teacher which is important both from a working time requirement (knowing 

how many hours a teacher is working) and also in ensuring that any alternative employment is 

appropriate.  

If the request is to provide tutoring to children (whether enrolled at the school or not) and it will not 

take place on school premises, the matter is fairly straightforward.  Any payment by the parent 

should be directly to the teacher and the school will not need to be involved in the arrangement.  

If it is suggested that the tutoring takes place on the school premises, (which might be the only 

option in a boarding environment) the school needs to be aware that they could be vicariously 

liable if the parent believes that the teacher is acting as an employee of the school.  Vicarious 

liability is a form of strict liability (i.e. there is no need to prove fault) where an individual is 

responsible for the action (or omission) of another person with whom they have a special 

relationship, for example an employment relationship.  If the employee is acting in the course 

and scope of their employment, the school will be vicariously liable for any wrongful acts 

committed by the employee.  If the employee acts exclusively for personal interest, the school 

will not normally be liable.

In these circumstances, the school needs to ensure that it is clear to the parent that this is a 

private arrangement for which the school has no responsibility.  Any payments for tutoring made 

by the parent should be direct to the teacher and should not involve the school.

A school may also wish to consider charging for use of the premises to a teacher who carries out 

private tutoring ‘on site’.  This will help ensure any arrangement is at arm’s length and may assist 

in terms of any issue of vicarious liability.  The use of school facilities will inevitably have a (small) 

cost – even if it only heat and light.  

If a school does allow private tutoring of its pupils, there is the risk of a blurring of the 

lines between what takes place during the normal teaching day and during any private 

arrangement. In terms of practical steps when receiving any request from a teacher to tutor a 

child at the school, we would suggest the following: 

1. Adopt a policy and apply it consistently and fairly.  It is fairly easy for the school to 

adopt a position or policy on how to respond to any such requests.    One option is 

not to allow or to certainly discourage such practices.  Many independent schools 

consider that they cater for the full needs of their pupils in any event and so private 

tutoring should not be required.

2. If permission is given to the teacher, it is important to consider under the contract of 

employment whether written permission is needed and whether the school wish to 

provide any constraints to any arrangement.  

3. Consider whether the school should allow this to take place on school premises. If 

it does take place on school premises the risk of the school being vicariously liable 

for any acts or omissions of the employee are increased.  If it is not to take place on 
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school premises, no further action is likely to be required other than to ensure that it 

is clear to the staff member and parent that the arrangement is a private one and 

outside the control of the school.

4. If it is going to take place on school premises, consider informing the parents that any 

such arrangement is a private arrangement for which the school will not be responsible.

The Art of Settling
In the vast majority of fee-recovery cases, matters are resolved after Parents have received 

our Letter of Claim, the rest tend to settle once  proceedings are issued.  However there is a 

growing minority of parents who cite other issues, such as failure to educate, to justify immediate 

withdrawal or the withholding of fees.   The  veracity of the issues cited unfortunately inversely 

correlates with when they are raised, it being less likely to be the real reason the close to 

judgment being obtained against them.

However, the balance as Bursars you need to maintain between reputation and financial stability of 

your school means the bona fides of the reason for non-payment is less relevant than how to ensure 

some recovery is achieved without exposing your school to and potential adverse publicity.  So 

how can this be achieved cost effectively?  This article looks at how adopting a sensible settlement 

approach early can generate swift results, dismissing some myths along the way.

Although it is possible to reach a settlement in a disputed fee recovery case even after witnesses 

have given evidence to the judge, you really want to avoid the trial starting.  By then you would 

have incurred all the cost of the case and may find that recovering those costs   If the matter is 

less than £10,000 then it will be heard in the Small Claims Track, where Court fees are much lower 

but the vast majority of legal costs are irrecoverable. This can put a school in a difficult position 

as the legal costs of instructing a Solicitor can often outweigh the value of the claim (unless of 

course you have subscribed to our School Fees Recovery Service scheme). You can avoid most, 

if not all, those cost by bearing the following in mind.

Early Identification

A Settlement solution that avoids legal proceedings ought to be the first 

consideration as soon as a fee instalment is missed.  You have to identify if that 

missed payment was just a once off or if it is the start of a much larger crack 

appearing. Consider therefore :-

a. Is it a case of “can’t pay” not “won’t pay”? If the parents are struggling, coming up 

with a payment plan before they fall into arrears

b. Avoid letting the situation roll in to the next term. The longer the issue is left 

unaddressed the bigger it will become, literally, as the fees for the next term go past 

due.  Make the decision early if the child should be suspended pending payment.

c. Be alive to issues at home.  Clearly your colleague will have pastoral issues well in 

hand, but make sure that your office is informed early should there be a change in 

circumstances that could affect the parent’s ability to maintain payments.  Using 

a service such as our Parent Appraisal Service for Schools to assess the public 

financial profile of the parent can red flag potential problems.
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People can be proud so approaching the issue sympathetically may given the parent the 

opportunity to discuss their concerns with you sooner then they would otherwise have.  Parents 

will move heaven and earth to give their children a great education, so the payment of fees is 

normally the last to outgoing to be curtailed.  By addressing any potential affordability issues 

early you could end up enabling the parents to deal with the situation.  It may mean that the 

child is withdrawn sooner, but this will mean you can get a regular payer in, rather draining 

resources chasing for payment that will not materialise.

Strong start, better finish

Should it be the case of “won’t pay” or you are unable progress to a mutually beneficial 

arrangement with those who “can’t pay”, swift and decisive action is a must, so make sure:-

a. You do not delay.  Avoid building a reputation for letting fee payments slide, a rumour 

of that nature is likely to spread quickly, possibly irreparably damaging your cash flow.

b. You remain consistent.  No one situation will be exactly the same as the next but if 

you have a clear policy of writing to the parent as soon as possible, and escalating 

matters quickly if they are not responding appropriately ensures stability and 

credibility.  

c. Your foundations are solid.  This refers to Parent contract, which needs to be signed 

by the party you are pursuing,  and ideally provides you with the ability to charge 

interest on any monies due, the right to suspend and the ability to recover the legal 

costs of pursuing the debt.  

There is very little argument that can be raised against a consistent approach the enforce what is 

in black & white signed by them.  A parent contract that specifically refers to the clauses that you 

will rely upon in the event of none payment of inadequate notice, only serves to enhance your 

negotiating position.

Myths busted

a. Do I have to settle? - No.  You have the right to have your claim judged.  However, 

refusing to negotiate will be penalised by a judge.  Even if your claim is strong, 

accepting a little less can mean a substantial saving of time and costs is achieved. 

This does not mean that you have to accept any offer put forward by the parent.  If 

you have tried but have been unable to reach agreement

b. It’s a sign of weakness! How can being commercially astute be a weakness?  There 

are no guarantees in litigation as there are none in life.  Therefore there is always 

the possibility you could lose.  Accepting less than the full amount due, is just you 

identifying the cost benefit or having a proportion of the fees paid as against the 

costs, possibly none of which would be recoverable – especially the cost of your time, 

of winning in full.

c. The judge will know I was prepared to take less! – Rest assured that any negotiations 

and offers made on a “Without Prejudice” basis cannot and will not be brought to the 

attention of the Trial Judge until they have reached their decision.

By making attempts to settle you can increase the cost recovered.  If offers are made in 

accordance with the Civil Procedure Rules, if you are awarded more by the Court at trial, the 

parents may be ordered to pay an enhanced amount of your costs.
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Negotiation Tips 

Settlement discussions can take many forms.  Whether it be a meeting in your office, 

a telephone discussion before you instruct solicitors, a Small Claims Mediaiton  after 

proceedings have started Or at the Court steps.  Whenever and wherever it may take place 

follow these simple rules:

a. Know your default position. Its obviously very important to know your facts 

before discussions start, but its equally important to know when to walk away.  

Have a realistic figure in mind that you will not go below and, without good 

reason, don’t go below it.

b. Remain calm throughout negotiations –.  It may be the first time a parent has been given 

a forum to raise they concerns (and that might be all they ever needed) so be prepared 

for the possibility of a rant.  Simply listen and address any factual issues calmly. 

c. Keep all exchanges documented in writing. If an offer is made which isn’t documented 

then it can be hard to prove a fact in Court when the question of costs arises

d. Label any correspondence making an offer as Without Prejudice - If an offer is 

made which may have the effect of compromising the School’s position then 

ensure the communication whether by telephone or in writing is made on a 

‘Without Prejudice’ Basis.  Both parties should feel free to discuss resolution without 

the fear that anything said may be used against them in Court. The ‘Without 

Prejudice’ rule is used to ensure that a party does not compromise their position by 

discussing issues relevant to settlement or making offers to settle.

We hope the above is a useful guide to settling your fee recovery 
dispute, and should you have a further questions please contact our 
Team on the number below.

Steven Murray, Senior Associate 

+44 (0)1242 246494 | smurray@hcrlaw.com

Steven is a solicitor with over nine years of litigation experience, 
resolving disputes with service providers and sub-contractors as well 
as grappling with the impact of negligent advice from professionals. 
He has developed specific experience in dealing with the issues 
surrounding photocopier contracts.


